Are We Allowed to Say: Death to All ___S, Like They Are Doing?
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Chanting “Death to Arabs,” Israeli Mobs Attack Arab-Owned Businesses and Assault Driver

Average Jew: Goyim look, this ain't hate speech ok goyim? This is perfectly fine Freedom of Speech.

Someone in the Hall: Fuck you jews for saying this about Arabs that's racist! You are doing an extinction here!

Average Jew: Oh look, a Nazi! *calls the thought police* Hey guys I was marching in the street saying "DEATH TO ALL ARABS" and killing people in the street [because the holocaust happened and I can do whatever I want whenever I want and I'm immune to everything because muh persecution] and I found this really evil Nazi who told me to stop this!

Thought Police: We are on our way! How evil of this goyim to say the same thing jews do on a daily basis and have an agenda for thousands of years, against the One and Only Chosen People!

Jewish Judge: That's illegal goyim for hating your jewish masters and being a total Nazi!

Someone in the Hall: But didn't jews say the same thing?

Jewish Judge: As a Rabbi said in Jerusalem, a million Arabs aren't worth a jewish fingernail. Remember this the next time you cry about laws and shit like Freedom of Speech goyim. Jews can say anything they want as they are human beings but cattle goyim can't say that.

For you we have Hate Speech instead. Forget this American shit about Free Speech.
- High Priest Hoodedcobra666
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